Authors can submit contributions for their presentation as Late Posters to BITS 2017, with the same topics covered by the expired Call for Oral Presentation and Posters. Abstracts will be reviewed by the Scientific Committee and accepted solely for poster presentation or rejected in case they do not match the scientific standards of the conference. Authors presenting only Late Posters are not entitled to require a Travel Grant. Submission of abstracts for Late Posters requires registration to the conference within three days after the acceptance notification. Each registered participant may be the presenting author of one oral communication and one poster, or two posters, including Late Posters.

**IMPORTANT DATES**

- **May 23, 2017**: Call for abstract submission for oral late posters
- **May 31, 2017**: Communication of decision on scientific submissions
- **May 31, 2017**: Communication of decision on travel grants
- **June 9, 2017**: Deadline for early registration to the conference (required for authors of accepted regular abstracts)
- **June 16, 2017**: Deadline for Late Poster Abstracts submission
- **June 26, 2017**: Communication of decision of late posters
- **July 5-7, 2017**: BITS meeting